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Introduction
Just as we were finishing up our last lab assignment of the semester, we were confronted with a new
mission: to design a robot that would compete in the first annual Umass Lowell Egg Hunt Contest.
To score, our robot had to collect colored plastic eggs from the arena and deposit them in its own nest
(Figure 1). Each colored egg in our nest counted for +1 point. On the other hand, if a black egg wound up in
our nest it was worth -4 points. How an egg got into a nest didn’t matter. At the end of each 3 minute round, the
robot with the most points won. Obviously, getting a black egg in one’s nest would be devastating, but there’s
always the option of deliberately planting a black egg into your opponent’s nest.

• Figure 1: Arena layout

We only had two weeks to create a working robot from scratch. Fortunately, the experience from the
previous six lab assignments prepared us for the challenge.

State Machine & Behavior Interface
At the heart of our robot’s control software is a Finite State Machine with four states. Each state has a
Normal Behavior and an Emergency Behavior associated with it. The code for both types of behavior executes
at the same time, and is implemented as concurrently running processes on the HandyBoard.
The Normal Behavior process executes the program logic needed to do standard things such as locate
eggs, pick them up, and deliver them to the appropriate nest. The code in the Normal Behavior process is
active most of the time.
The Emergency Behavior process, on the other hand, lies dormant until certain sensor readings cause it to
spring into action. Code in the Emergency Behavior process has the power to take over the motor control of
the robot until the robot is no longer in danger. The most common trigger is the robot getting too close to a wall
or other obstacle, but other triggers and responses can be easily programmed in.
The design of the state machine is flexible and modular. It allows states and transitions to be easily edited,
and allows completely different code to be used for both the normal and emergency behavior processes with
each state.
While it’s obvious that the code for the Normal Behavior needs to be different for each state, there are
definite advantages to having the Emergency Behavior also depend on state. For example, if the robot is
scouring the arena looking for an egg and it gets close to a wall, it might back up a few feet. However, if the
robot has locked onto an egg and is making finely controlled movements in an attempt to capture it, and
happens to approach a wall, the emergency response needs to be far gentler to avoid losing the egg. The
ability to specify completely different behavior code for each state allowed us to do this very easily.
Originally we only had three states: Find Egg, Grab Egg, and Put Egg in Nest. (The states and associated
behaviors are detailed in the next section). If our robot failed to grab an egg in its claw the first time, it would
immediately abandon it and go back to its random egg search (Find Egg). We reasoned that since our robot is
already near an egg it should make some more attempts to grab it before giving up. We called this state
Recover Egg. The modularity of our state machine implementation made it trivial to add Recover Egg to the
design.
This modularity resulted from having a process devoted to handling state transitions. The State Transition
Process would check a global resultcode variable which could contain three possible values:
RESULT_PENDING, RESULT_SUCCESS, RESULT_FAILURE. When the Normal Behavior code needs to
report its results, it would set this global variable. Since the global variable is initialized to RESULT_PENDING
when the process is started, the State Transition Process can detect a change to either RESULT_SUCCESS
or RESULT_FAILURE, and call ForceStateTransition() to switch to the appropriate next state.
Inside the ForceStateTransition() function are calls to SetNormalBehavior() and SetEmergencyBehavior().
These functions kill the currently running Normal or Emergency Behavior process, and start a new one using
different code. The code to be used depends on the state, and the association between the state and the
proper code to execute is stored inside these two functions.
George created and independently verified the state machine with dummy behaviors. At the same time,
Andrew started work on the actual code for the behaviors and tested them in isolation on a separate
HandyBoard. Merging our code was trivial; all we had to do was plug the right behaviors into the right slots in
the state machine. Breaking up the problem into modular components and verifying them in isolation proved to
be tremendously successful. Our newly merged code worked the first time around!
After this was done, most subsequent software work consisted of tweaking each independent behavior and did
not involve touching the state machine code at all.

The Behaviors
Find Egg – In this state, the robot will randomly drive around in a panning motion. While this is happening, the
camera is continuously sending data to the Handy Board. As soon as the camera returns that there is a
colored egg in view, this behavior reports success to the state machine. Then the state machine switches to
the Grab Egg state.
Grab Egg – In this state it is known that there is an egg in view. Now the robot will steer towards the egg and
try and get it in the center of view as close to the claw as possible. If the camera returns that the egg is in
range of the claw, the claw tries to catch the egg. If the egg is caught, the state will report success. Then the
state machine will switch to Put Egg in Nest state. If there is no egg in the claw, this state reports failure and
causes the state machine to switch to the Recover Egg state. Also, at any point of tracking the egg, if the egg
goes out of view, this state reports failure and the state machine switches into the Recover Egg state.
Recover Egg – In this state, the claw will be opened and the robot will back up if the last known location of the
egg was very close to the robot. Then the robot will spin towards the last known location of the egg. If at any
point the camera spots the egg, success is reported and the state machine switches to Grab Egg. However, if
it does not spot the egg again after three seconds, it reports failure and the state machine switches to the Find
Egg state.
Put Egg in Nest – In this state, the robot will drive to the correct nest to put the egg in. Every iteration the
robot checks the color of the egg and sets which nest it should be driving to. It does this because sometimes it
picks the incorrect color if the robot has not driven forward far enough to fully catch the egg. Once the floor
sensor detects that the robot is in a nest and the differential goal sensor detects that the robot is facing the
correct goal, the robot will drop the egg off, leave the goal, and report success. Then the state machine
switches into the Find Egg state. If at any point the robot detects that it does not have an egg in the claw, it will
report failure and the state machine will switch to the Find Egg state.

Meta Sensing
We did all of our meta sensing inside main(). This is where we kept track of how long the current heat
has been running so that the robot shuts down just before three minutes are up. The other B-Brain task we
implemented was to keep track of the number of transitions between the Grab Egg and Recover Egg states. It
checks this count every time it enters the Recover Egg state. And if it already tried to recover the egg four
times since the last time it had been in the Find Egg state, the B-Brain takes over and forces the robot to close
the claw. If there is something in the claw, it takes it to the appropriate goal but if nothing was caught it forces
the state machine into the Find Egg state. We implemented this behavior because in certain lighting conditions
the camera would center on the egg and drive forward and it would go out of view. Then recover would back
up and see the egg and drive forward again and lose it. This B-Brain task prevents the robot from wasting
valuable time while stuck in this drive forward-drive backward loop.

The Claw
The mechanical design of our robot came first, and thus dictated the other choices we made
regarding sensors and software control. We had a promising claw design early on which was very efficient at
capturing and holding an egg. Its performance was so good that we decided to base the robot around this claw
mechanism.
The claw (Figure 2) is constructed completely from Lego components. A servo controls the claw
(HiTEC HS-55 Feather Servo). We had to build a custom adapter (Figure 3) to plug that servo into the Handy
Board’s servo ports on the expansion board because this servo is meant to run off of a 5 volt supply and the
servo ports are 10 volts. We also added a small push button sensor that returns a digital 1 when the button is
pressed. We placed this button in front of a part of the claw that slides back and forth (Figure 4). If there is an
egg in the claw, the claw can not close far enough to push the button. But if there is no egg, the button will be
pressed.

• Figure 2: The claw design

Figure 3: The servo adapter

Figure 4: This push button is activated when the claw closes without capturing an egg

The Caster
For the back wheel, we used a caster design from our first robot, Gus. The caster was set up to a
specific height so that the claw did not hit the ground. One night within a few days of the contest, the back end
of the robot fell apart during testing. The next day we rebuilt it but it did not have full range of motion. To fix
this, we had to make customizations to the lower lego beams (Figure 5).

• Figure 5: Caster placement showing modified Lego bricks

• Figure 6: The caster design

The CMU Cam
The CMU Camera sensor provided our robot with the ability to track colored eggs. The camera
sensor has a 75MHz CPU built into it that does the image processing routines. The Handy Board and the
CMU Cam communicate using a serial connection.
How it works: The Handy Board will send the camera a command to track a certain RGB color range
and then the camera will stream data packets back to the Handy Board. If the camera sees an object in the
specified range, it will return an x and y position to the center of the object, the size in pixels of the object, and a
confidence rating of 0 to 255.
Here is a code sample of how we track the egg to the claw:
/* drive up towards egg in cameras view */
/* note: track_x is updated with data from camera first */
if(track_x < -10)
Set_Motors(0,25); // turn left
else if(track_x > 10)
Set_Motors(25,0); // turn right
else
Set_Motors(25,25); // drive ahead

Andrew also wrote his own serial communications driver in 6811 assembly for the Handy Board to
communicate with the camera. With the new driver, we were able to receive 9 data packets per second from
the camera opposed to the 1.5 data packets per second using the provided driver. Also, with the new driver,
communications going both ways on the serial line were always 100% accurate.

• Figure 7: The CMU Cam mounted on our robot

Early on we were already worried about the amount of current we were drawing from the battery. The
camera draws 200mA so we built an extra 5 volt battery pack to power the camera. We added a diode in
series with the battery pack for reverse polarity protection.

After adding the battery pack, we discovered the camera could not communicate with the Handy
Board. Upon inspection of the serial lines on the oscilloscope, we discovered that when the camera sent a 0
bit, it was around +2.5 volts with respect to the Handy Board’s ground. The Handy Board could not interpret this
signal because all the zero bits were in between ground and +5 Volts. We connected the ground of the battery
pack to the Handy Board’s ground and this solved the problem. Then we built an adapter to plug into a sensor
port to make the common ground and the plus side of the new battery pack was only connected to the camera
(Figure 8).

• Figure 8: The dedicated camera battery pack and Handy Board adapter

Polarized Light Seeking
Our first polarized light seeking sensor used a differential light sensor made out of two photo resistors.
One photo resistor had a vertically polarized lens and the other had a horizontally polarized lens (see figure 9).

• Figure 9: Differential sensor used to determine which nest the robot is facing

However, with this sensor alone, it was a very difficult task to guide the robot to either nest. By
analyzing its readings, we realized that this sensor would be useful in figuring out which goal the robot is facing.
Then we built two more sensors to do the light seeking on a specific nest (Figures 10, 11 and 12).
One of the new sensors had vertical polarization on both photo resistors and the other new sensor had
horizontal polarization on both photo resistors. There is also a physical shield, like a nose, between the photo
resistors of the new sensors. Now, our first sensor is used to make sure we are light seeking on the correct
goal, and one of the two new sensors is used to light seek towards the corresponding goal with same
polarization.

• Figure 10

• Figure 11

Note: These sensors are all meant to be used in the regular analog inputs of the Handy Board. The
47K ohm resistor in between ground and signal is there to balance out the effects of the 47K ohm pull up
resistor inside the Handy Board in between +5V and signal.
Figure 12 shows the physical layout of the three differential sensors. The top most is the light seeking
sensor for the horizontally polarized goal. The next one down is the light seeking sensor for the vertically
polarized goal. The last differential does not have the ‘nose’ and is the sensor that can detect which goal the
robot is facing.

• Figure 12

This is how we used the first sensor we built (from goal_utilites.ic):
/* g = 0 for horizontal goal */
/* g = 1 for vertical goal */
int is_facing_goal(int g)
{
if( g ) return ( analog(DIFF_GOAL_PORT) < 122 );
return ( analog(DIFF_GOAL_PORT) > 132 );
}

And this is how we used both light seeking differential sensors:
/* note: pointer pointers to one of the two sensors
data depending on which goal it is looking for */
if(

(*steering_data) - 127 > 0 )
Set_Motors(10, 100); // turn left
else if( (*steering_data) - 127 < 0 )
Set_Motors(100, 10); // turn right
else
Set_Motors(100, 100); // go straight

Infrared “E.T.” Distance Sensors
In order to allow our robot to avoid walls and other obstacles, we mounted infrared “E.T.” distance
sensors (Sharp Electronics part GP2D12) up high around the front of the robot. First we mounted one on the
far left and far right and pointed it just in front of where the big wheels catch on things. Next we pointed one in
the center to detect obstacles in front of the claw.
This provided pretty good wall detection. However, we soon discovered that there was a very distinct
blind spot on each side of the front “E.T.” sensor. The robot would hang up on the corner next to each goal if
the corner was in its blind spot. The solution was to add more “E.T.” sensors; one just to the left and another to
the right of the camera. Figure 13 shows the physical placement of all 5 “E.T.” sensors. Also, our version of
the Handy Board’s Expansion Board has 8 floating analog inputs. This allowed us to use 5 “E.T.” sensors.

• Figure 13

This is how we updated the “E.T.” senor readings (from ET_sensors.ic):
int ET_sense = 0;
void Update_ET_sense()
{
if(analog(ET_FRONT_PORT) > 100)
else
if(analog(ET_LEFT_PORT) > 120)
else
if(analog(ET_RIGHT_PORT) > 120)
else
if(analog(ET_LEFT2_PORT) > 120)
else
if(analog(ET_RIGHT2_PORT) > 120)
else
}
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And here is an example of how we used the data from that function:
/* bit masks for ET’s from left side to right side of robot */
int ET_masks[5] = { 0b00010, 0b01000, 0b00001, 0b10000, 0b00100 };
void ET_example()
{
ET_sense = 0;
while(1)
{
Update_ET_sense();
if(ET_sense == ET_masks[2])
/* front ET only */
beep();
if((ET_sense & ET_masks[1])||(ET_sense & ET_masks[0]))
/* either or both left ET’s */
{
beep();
beep();
}
if((ET_sense & ET_masks[3])||(ET_sense & ET_masks[4]))
/* either or both right ET’s */
{
beep();
beep();
beep();
}
}
}

Infrared Reflective Sensors
Underneath our robot there is an infrared reflective sensor that is used to detect the color of the floor.
If it detects white the robot knows it is in a goal. Otherwise, the robot is not in a goal. This is how we detect
whether the robot is in either nest (from goal_utilities.ic):
int is_in_a_goal()
{
return ( analog(IR_FLOOR_PORT) < 110 );
}

We also placed an infrared reflective sensor in the claw assembly pointed at the capture area (under
the black shroud in Figure 14). This lets us determine if the egg is colored or black, and take appropriate
action. If the egg is black, for instance, we had the robot deposit it in the opponent’s nest, not ours!
We mounted an infrared LED to illuminate the egg and help the sensor get a more stable reading.
Unfortunately, even with this the incandescent light bulbs that were used as nest beacons put out enough
infrared radiation to interfere with our readings of egg color. To solve this, we fashioned a black cardboard
shroud over the infrared sensor. This blocked the light from the beacons and finally gave us stable readings at
all angles and lighting conditions. It is interesting to note that the black cardboard actually reflects infrared light,
so we had to cover its inner surface with electrical tape to get a true infrared “black” coating.

• Figure 14: IR LED and Infrared sensor used to determine egg color (under black shroud)

This is how we check the egg color (from claw.ic):
int is_colored_egg()
{
return (analog(IR_EGG_COLOR_PORT) < 165 );
}

Dead, Burnt Out, or Broken Equipment
This is an inventory of equipment that died, burned out, or broke during the development of our Robot (Figure
15). They are listened in the order they broke.
•

Two small servos (HiTEC HS-55 Feather Servo) – These servos were mysteriously burning out
until we looked at the box they came in and discovered that they are meant to be powered off of 5 or 6
volts. And with a multi-meter, we measured 10 volts coming out of the server ports on the Handy
Board’s expansion board. Andrew took one of the burned out servos apart to see if it was salvageable
but he did not figure out how to fix it. So we got a third small servo and built a special adapter so that it
got the servo signal from the servo port and its power from a sensor port; we used a digital output port
since we were not using any of them. Now the small servo has been 100% reliable with the adapter.
Refer to Figure 3 on the Claw page for a photo of the adapter.

•

One Handy Board robotic controller – The Handy Board suddenly stopped working when Andrew
was working on writing a small program that only contained the random panning movement behavior
while the robot is hunting for eggs. Then IC could not download firmware to the handy board.
Professor Fred Martin tried to debug the handy board and while looking at the oscilloscope, he saw
that multiple things were writing to the data bus at the same time. He thinks the chip that stopped
working is the only chip that is soldered in place: a transparent latch that is underneath the ram chip.
Unfortunately, we could not figure out what caused the chip to stop functioning properly.

•

One CMU Cam sensor - While testing the robot the day before the contest, the camera was
unplugged, yet it inexplicably began smoking! After the camera was verified as dead, George was
able to reproduce the smoking behavior by raking the camera power connector over the Handy Board
servo ports. Apparently the servo ports had enough voltage to burn out the CMU Cam, and the
dangling camera connector accidentally touched them. We prevented this from happening again by
installing protective caps on the unused servo ports, and by installing a protective cap for the CMU
Cam power connector for use when it’s unplugged.

Although we do not know what broke the Handy Board, the main lesson here is that the
servo ports are dangerous! Shield them if you are not using them.

• Figure 15: Casualties

The Contest
Our robot made an impressive showing in the first round of the contest when it was able score points.
Unfortunately, before the round was over, the battery died and the Handy Board started executing garbage
which cased the robot to spin in a circle. We used our nudge to turn off our robot. Although we won the first
round, our robot was unable to function properly for the other two rounds. This was disappointing.
Also when we were charging the battery between the first and second rounds, we had the charger in zap
mode. But we were unaware that one end of our charging cable became disconnected because the charge
light is not lit while in zap mode.
Our theory as to why the robot failed in the later rounds is that when the battery died, some part of the
static memory became corrupt. So the last two times the robot was put in the arena, it looked like the program
booted properly but then the heart beat on the LCD screen would freeze as soon as we pressed the start
button. That is when corrupt program started to execute garbage.
To further support this theory, after five days of charging, we re-downloaded the exact program we used at
the contest. It performed flawlessly.

Appendix A – CMU Cam Assembly Driver
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*******************************************************************
by Andrew Chanler - Oct 2003
this is a driver for the Handy Board to comunicate with
the CMU Cam
you must put the CMU Cam in raw mode
this is a totally reworked version
of cmcsci2b.asm by Paul E. Rybski
*******************************************************************

#include "6811regs.asm"
ORG MAIN_START
variable_cmu_packet
variable_cmu_new_val
variable_cmu_last_char
variable_cmu_count1
variable_cmu_count2

FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB

00;
00;
FDB
00;
00;

What kind of packet is it?
0 = get a new packet, 1 = ignore new packets
00; last character read
number of started packets
number of completed packets

variable_cmu_start
cmu_ptr

FDB
FDB

00; Points to the head of the storage array
00; Points to the current location in the array

sciint_data

FDB

00

** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
subroutine_initialize_module:
rts
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
subroutine_cmucam_install_interrupt:
sei
ldaa
SCCR2
anda #%11011111
staa
SCCR2
cli
#include "ldxibase.asm"
ldd
std
std
std
ldd
std

sei
ldaa
oraa
staa
cli

SCIINT,X
interrupt_cmucam_sci_exit+1
interrupt_cmucam_sci_exit2+1
sciint_data
#interrupt_cmucam_sci_start
SCIINT,X

SCCR2
#%00100000
SCCR2

rts
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

subroutine_cmucam_remove_interrupt:
sei
ldaa
SCCR2
anda #%11011111
staa
SCCR2
cli
#include "ldxibase.asm"
ldd
std
sei
ldaa
oraa
staa
cli

sciint_data
SCIINT,X
SCCR2
#%00100000
SCCR2

rts

** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
subroutine_cmucam_sci_init:
sei
ldaa
oraa
staa

SCCR2
#%00100100
SCCR2

ldd
std
std
std

#0
variable_cmu_new_val; Set the new value flag to 0
variable_cmu_count1
variable_cmu_count2

cli
rts
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
* On interrupt, do this function
interrupt_cmucam_sci_start:
ldaa
anda
staa
cli
ldab
ldab
stab

SCCR2
#%11011111
SCCR2

SCSR
SCDR

;

load the data from the register

variable_cmu_last_char

leading_byte:
cmpb
#255
beq
state0
sciint_exit:
sei
ldaa
SCCR2
anda #%00100000
staa
SCCR2
interrupt_cmucam_sci_exit:
jmp
$0000

; Is the data value 255?
; If so, we go to state 0

* On a 255, go to state 1
state0:
ldx
variable_cmu_count1
inx
stx
variable_cmu_count1

; count number of bytes received that
; equal #255

ldd
bne

variable_cmu_new_val
sciint_exit

; if the ap has not used the last packet,
; ignore this data packet

* On a 'M', 'N', 'C', or 'S', go to state 2, otherwise, go to state 0
state1:
ldab
SCSR
andb
#%00100000
beq
state1
ldab
ldab

SCSR
SCDR

clra
std

variable_cmu_packet

cmpb
beq
cmpb
beq
cmpb
beq
cmpb
beq
bra

#78
state1_n
#77
state1_m
#67
state1_c
#'S'
state1_s
leading_byte

state1_n:
ldaa
ldx
bra
state1_m:
ldaa
ldx
clrb
stab
inx
bra
state1_s:
ldaa
ldx
ldab
abx
bra
state1_c:
ldaa
ldx
clrb
stab
inx
stab
inx
stab
inx
*;
bra

;

Store the packet type

; 'N'
;
; 'M'
;
; 'C'
; 'S'

#9
; N packet has 9 values returned
variable_cmu_start; Load the head of the array
read_data_bytes
#8
; M packet has 8 values returned
variable_cmu_start; Load the head of the array
0,X

; set missing values to zero
; M starts at offset 1
read_data_bytes
#6
; S packet has 6 values
variable_cmu_start; Load the head of the array
#9
; S packet has special buffer loc + 9 - after N packet
read_data_bytes
#6
variable_cmu_start

; C packet has 6 values returned
; Load the head of the array

0,X

;
;
;
;
;
;

0,X
0,X

set missing
M starts at
set missing
M starts at
set missing
M starts at

values
offset
values
offset
values
offset

to zero - servo
1
to zero - Mx
1
to zero - My
1

read_data_bytes

* Read all incoming values
read_data_bytes:
ldab
andb
beq
ldab
ldab

SCSR
#%00100000
read_data_bytes
SCSR
SCDR

cmpb
beq

#255
state0

stab
inx
deca

0,X

; store the value of a into the register
; increment x
; counter--;

bne

read_data_bytes

end_of_packet:
ldx
variable_cmu_count2
inx
stx
variable_cmu_count2
ldd
std

#1
variable_cmu_new_val

; count the number of packets that were
; completed
; load a 1 into this variable to let the program
; know that a packet has been received

sei
ldaa
SCCR2
oraa #%00100000
staa
SCCR2
interrupt_cmucam_sci_exit2:
jmp
$0000
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
variable_cum_xmit_num_bytes
variable_cmu_cmdbuff

FDB
FDB

00
00

; number of bytes in cmdbuff to x-mit
; pointer to cmdbuff

subroutine_cmu_xmit:
sei
ldaa
SCCR2
anda #%11011111
staa
SCCR2
cli
ldx
variable_cmu_cmdbuff
ldd
variable_cum_xmit_num_bytes
cmu_xmit_loop1:
ldaa
SCSR
anda
#%1000000
beq
cmu_xmit_loop1
ldaa
0,x
staa
SCDR
inx
decb
bne
cmu_xmit_loop1
sei
ldaa
oraa
staa
cli
rts

SCCR2
#%00100000
SCCR2

** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
** ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

